The only Identity Theft Protection Plan that
starts where ID THEFT begins ...on your device
Protect
Your
Keystrokes
Cybercriminals are targeting your PC and mobile keystrokes to steal your private information
Identity theft often begins on your device. It happens when keylogging spyware is
unknowingly downloaded after clicking on infected links inside an email, text message
or web page. This practice of tricking unsuspecting victims into clicking on links that
look legitimate is called phishing. According to recent reports, phishing was found in
90% of breaches and 95% of phishing attempts that led to a breach, were followed
by software installation, including keyloggers.

Your Secret Weapon against ID Theft: Protect Your Keystrokes
CyberIDLock is a unique Identity Theft Protection Plan which includes Keystroke
Encryption software to protect your keystrokes and help stop ID theft in its earliest
stages. Our patented software will encrypt your keystrokes and help keep everything
you type private and secure. Hackers can’t steal what they can’t see! This encryption
technology is so effective against cybercrime, it’s the method chosen by top financial
institutions and the U.S. Air Force.
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PLUS CyberIDLock also comes with all of the tools you need to monitor your identity and credit
along with white glove services such as Fully Managed Recovery and $1,000,000 Personal Identity Theft Coverage
to help restore your credit and provide financial relief if you ever become a victim (see back for details)

CyberIDLock comes with all the tools below to help protect and monitor your identity
Plus white glove services to suppport you if you ever become a victim of identity theft

EndpointLock Keystroke Encryption.
Stops ID theft on your PC and mobile device where it often begins. This easy-to-install
software blocks keystroke stealing spyware installed on your device and protects your
private information from being stolen.

Dark Web Monitoring

An intelligent and proactive identity theft detection solution that searches for
compromised information across the deep, dark and surface web, as well as
underground forums and file sharing sources. Helps you stay ahead of

Identity Monitoring • Credit Monitoring • Score Tracker

Our Identity Monitoring reports on changes to your personal information including
name, address, SSN and phone number. Our Credit Monitoring solution keeps you
informed of changes to your credit file and our Score Tracker tracks your credit score.

Fully Managed Recovery and 24/7/365 access to Identity Care Account

If you ever become a victim of identity theft, your dedicated recovery advocate will
work on your behalf to perform all of the tasks necessary to restore your identity,
through the use of a limited power of attorney. You receive assistance regardless of
the type of identity fraud that has been perpetrated against you including but not
limited to medical, financial, and criminal, as well as acts of terrorism.
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$1,000,000 Personal Identity Theft Coverage

Restoring one’s name and good credit is a time-consuming and expensive process.
In response, CyberIDLock is providing ID Theft coverage providing assistance and
financial relief up to 1,000,000, for stolen funds, identity restoration costs, legal
defense expenses and lost wages.

